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Who we are and what we do

Coordination Center does the administrative functions for .RU TLD including:

1. Setting up the rules of domain registration
2. Accrediting registrars
3. Developing policy of domain dispute resolution
4. Maintains the stable and secure work of TLD
Domain seizure

Not all the types of malicious content described well in existing legislation. Domains in a «grey zone» could be blocked through the alternative mechanisms.

Competent organizations
Special right to seize domain names
1. According to Russian legislation websites that brake the copyright law should be blocked forever on ISP level.

2. When domain expires it could be registered again by anyone.

3. The person who register this domain name will immediately be blocked again (remember, domain name is in the blocklist on ISP level)

4. To prevent this Coordination Center do not allow these domain name to go on the market after the expiration date.
Domain names and trademarks

1. If someone register the domain name that matches existing trademark the court could force the registrant to pass the domain name to trademark owner.

2. Coordination Center created a special service that helps to check whether trademark with the same spelling exists.
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